Avoid Runner’s Knee with The Rolflex PRO
Runner’s Knee, also known as patellofemoral pain syndrome
(PFPS) is most commonly due to a lateral tracking problem of the
patella (kneecap) where it rubs against the thigh bone causing
irritation and inflammation. The two muscles primarily responsible
for Runner’s Knee are the lateral quadriceps and the upper portion
of the gastrocnemius (calf).
ROLFLEX PRO TECHNIQUES TO ADDRESS PAIN FROM RUNNER’S KNEE:
Remove the Therapy Arm from the Rolflex PRO and attach the Handle
Extender to the Sizing Lock end of the Therapy Arm. Bring the Handle
Extender under your thigh near the lower portion of the thigh close to the
back of your knee and hold it firmly in place.
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Once you have the yellow roller positioned
over the lateral quadriceps and tendon
just above your kneecap, begin to pivot
the roller like a windshield wiper back
and forth along your thigh. Keep your
bottom hand holding the Handle Extender stable (in the same position) while
rolling the muscle.

WORK YOUR LATERAL QUAD TENDON FOR BETWEEN 30 AND 90 SECONDS.
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Apply pressure with the yellow roller aligned
on the upper calf, specifically towards the
lateral portion where it crosses directly
behind your knee. Keeping pressure on
the handles, slowly flex and point your
foot. Work your way down your leg finding
and releasing each trigger point (painful
area) you find.

WORK EACH TRIGGER POINT UNTIL THE TENSION IN YOUR CALF RELEASES.

Watch the instructional videos at RolflexPRO.com

Daily Rolflex Pro Running Warm Up & Cool Down
UPPER & LOWER LEGS:

Running is a high impact activity that requires careful training and
recovery techniques to reduce wear and tear on your joints. The
Rolflex provides pain relief for runners and helps avoid common
injuries associated with overtraining. Eliminate soreness by increasing
blood flow to your muscles before and/or after you run.
QUADRICEPS (QUADS) & HAMSTRINGS (HAMMYS)
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FOCAL POINT:
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Using the Handle Extender if necessary,
position the yellow roller on your
thigh. Move the Rolflex PRO back and
forth on the thigh while applying
pressure to the handles.

Position the yellow roller so that it
is on your hamstrings. Slowly move
the Rolflex PRO back and forth along
the hamstring while applying pressure to the handles.

GASTROC-SOLEUS (CALF) & TIBIALIS ANTERIOR (SHIN)
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SHIN

Squeeze handles until a
deep but comfortable pressure is felt on the calf.
Maintaining the pressure,
slowly move the Rolflex
PRO up and down.
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Starting with the yellow
roller on the front of your
shin, apply pressure to the
handles. Slowly move the
Rolflex PRO from your knee
to your ankle.
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Watch videos at RolflexPRO.com
BE SURE TO CONSULT YOUR PHYSICIAN PRIOR TO PERFORMING EXERCISES WITH THE ROLFLEX PRO.

